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BTC PUMP TO $18K PUSHES MINER
REVENUES TO PRE-HALVING LEVELS
by Shaurya Malwa, writing for Cryptoslate
The recent BTC run has borne good news for two important parts of the Bitcoin
ecosystem — investors and miners.Data from on-chain tracking firm Glassnode
shows miner revenues are back at pre-halving levels, i.e. before May 12 of this year.
These are the same as when block rewards were double those of today.

HIGHER BITCOIN PRICES ALLOW MINERS TO
SWITCH OUTDATED MINING RIGS BACK ON
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
With bitcoin prices hovering over a certain handle, a great number of old
ASIC mining rigs manufactured years ago are starting to become profitable
again. Reports indicate that in China, where the average electricity cost is
around $0.06 per kilowatt-hour (kWh), miners are starting to leverage old
miners manufactured by Canaan, Bitmain, and others.

TRAVELERS CAN
NOW GET US
PASSPORTS IN
AS LITTLE AS 4
WEEKS WITH
BITCOIN
by Turner Wright, writing
for Cointelegraph

A California-based visa

BELARUS' LARGEST BANK LAUNCHES
CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE SERVICE
by Kevin Helms, writing for Bitcoin.com
The largest bank in Belarus, Belarusbank, has reportedly begun providing a
cryptocurrency exchange service, allowing customers to buy bitcoin using
Visa cards.

and passport processing
company Peninsula Visa
announced it would be
accepting Bitcoin as a
form of payment as the
U.S. State Department's
operations are beginning
to return to normal.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD
Daniele Sestagal discusses
Utopia Genesis
Foundation is creating a
base for the music
industry that benefits
artists and creators and
streamlines the business.
Listen to the episode here.

FATF NEEDS ENTIRELY NEW APPROACH TO
REGULATING CRYPTO, SAYS V20 SUMMIT
by Ian Allison, writing for Coindesk
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) needs an entirely new approach
when it comes to policing crypto, according to Sian Jones, the driving force
behind much of the sector’s anti-money laundering (AML) standards work to
date.

BINANCE’S POOL BECOMES 4TH
LARGEST AMIDST ‘MORE ADOPTION'
by AnTy, writing for bitcoinexchangeguide
Launched less than seven months ago, Binance Mining Pool is currently the 4th
largest one with a hash rate share of 11.36% after Antpool, Poolin, and F2Pool. The
leading spot cryptocurrency exchange Binance launched its own mining pool in
April this year, which at the time was the 11th largest one, accounting for less than
4% share.

ECB PRESIDENT
PREDICTS DIGITAL
EURO IN 2-4
YEARS

DELL-OWNED VMWARE LAUNCHES
ENTERPRISE-FOCUSED BLOCKCHAIN

by Steve Kaaru,

Major cloud computing firm VMware has launched VMware Blockchain, an

writing for Coingeek

The European Central

by Joshua Mapperson, writing for Cointelegraph

enterprise-ready blockchain platform. Owned by Dell, the billion-dollar company
first teased the blockchain’s development in 2018 through its Project Concord.

Bank is in the process of a
consultation on a digital
euro, with a decision on
whether to move forward
with the central bank
digital currency set for
January 2021.

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

VIETNAM’S MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
ADOPTS BLOCKCHAIN RECORD-KEEPING
by Sandali Handagama, writing for Coindesk
Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training (MOET) has entered into an
exclusive agreement with Singapore-based smart contract platform TomoChain to
archive student records on a blockchain, TomoChain has announced.

